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The water in the world.
 Water is a chemical substance, hydrogen and oxygen and is essential for all 
known forms of life.In ordinary usage, water,or solid state, but the substance and a 
gaseous state water vapor.

    Water covers 71% of the globe, and in many oceans and other large water 
reservoir. Water to drink is 2% in the world, the remaining 98% is dirty water.

    Oceans.

 An ocean contains the volume of saline water as well as the hydrosphere is the 
basic structural unit. The depth of the ocean in many parts of the area of 3000m , 
with a salt parts ,35 thousand, and 3,5%.
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The boundaries of the major continents of the ocean, with the archipelago and 
various other criteria. Here's oceans were reduced in accordance with the volume 
of Shares: the Pacific Ocean (15.8 thousand km north, rising 19.5 thousand km 
east, the 178.7million km2 of the sea area of the world's oceans (49,5%), the 
depth of 3976 m, volume of 710million km 3 (53%) of the oceans)

The Atlantic Ocean (the area is 91.66million km2,of which about 16% is in the 
seas, bays and straits, the volume of water is 329.66million km3, the average 
depth is 3736m , the greatest is 8742m)

The Indian Ocean ( the area is 76,174million km2, the volume is 282,65milllion 
km3 the deepest is 7729m average depth is 3711m)
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 The Arctic Ocean (the area is 14.75million km2 , the volume is 18.07 million km3, the 
average depth is 1225m, the deepest is 5527m.)

The Southern Ocean (the area is 20.327million km2, the shoreline length is 17.968km 
, the deepest 8264m, the average depth is 3270m)

  Lakes

 The lake is the outgassing component, natural or artificial ponds,lakes with in a plate 
filled with water and in certain ways with the ocean or sea with the matter.

Lakes on Earth are generally found in mountainous areas,rift zones, and areas with 
on going or recent glaciation. Other areas draining lakes or large rivers. Because of 
chaotic drainage patterns left over from the last Ice Age , some parts of the 
globe,there are many lakes.
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 All lakes geological time scales spill or they will slowly fill in the basin containing 
them

Rivers

The river is a natural watercourse, depth of himself,breaks the surface of the 
valley, and is filled with freshwater pound and river. As usual, the river 
ocean,lake,sea,or pour it into the river,but in other situations it can be lost and 
pour in the sand or mud ,rich enough, and as well as other water sources could be 
dry.

Two ditches, river or lake some of the water, the source of all of these are 
considered small river. Through the waters of the Nile are usually Precipitation 
natural surface , and also be filled through the underground water sources.

 The problems water in the world                            
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  According to recent United Nations world population growth and the need for clean 
water, and that his strength day by day. Kyrgyzstan, which at the beginning of the 
water pipes have broken down, and hundreds of people have access to clean water 
urgently

  In a statement, the organization was to provide potable water to 89 percent of the 
world's population, with 800 million people are still forced to drink dirty water,he says. 
The UN report demonstrated that the French charitable organization , the number of 
people in the world need clean water to almost 2 billion in the statement.

Early in the water, and water resources and neighbors admire the population of 
Kyrgyzstan is still not completely clean water supply.

The plane , divided since 2000, the World Bank $69 million to more than 500 tubes 
were installed to provide clean water to almost a million citizens.
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Another $40 million in development projects in 2013up to 148tubes will be installed.

 Aims to provide clean water to all villages in appropriating funds for government 
programs, international donor organizations and the issue is still unresolved.

 There are some villages to this day water pipes.If some of the hudreds of kilometers 
of clean water supply, and some wellcom rain water, forced to drink water, from a 
stream and flowing.

Our village is at the beginning of the drink water, but this is the beginning of the 
stream,live stock barns.My childhood,we do not expect anything, should we put up 
with drinking water. But the children are sick with hepatitis Syria spoke saying,”White 
Thorpe village benefactors Classifieds .Even drinking water litrlep still exists. A 
suburb of Bishkek, Ak Jar residents drink one liter of clean water to 50pieces
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  “ We will need at least 100 litres of water a day. Do not talk while the washing time 
was a native of help” says white.

  This production of pure water charko urban population is growing Increased capital 
and migration flow is increasing demand for clean water, and that water pipes leading 
to the house of each is worn.

 The lack of funding water pipes change is too slow. Bishkek supply clean water to 
the in habitants of the house, more than 60 percent of the tubes may already be 
outdated. Soviet-era urban water channel is able to provide clean water to 800 
thousand people. Currently,more than a million people live in Bishkek.In addition, it is 
difficult to provide clean water to all citizens,”says the Deputy leader of the water 
channel, heritage, Seidaliyev.

  At the United Organization and a generation later ,60 percent of the world's 
population will live in cities,warns around the drinking water for the population of,
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the city is a problem. Kyrgyzstan has with this issue in the same page.      

                                                                                        Nikita Tikhonov

The problem of domestic water in China.

 Water is the source of life for all living things on the planet. Humanity daily needs not 
only drinking water,but also house hold water, which is used by people for personal 
hygiene, washing dishes, watering gardens etc…

 Living in Middle Kingdom, you take a shower every day, using water, which contains 
so much heavy metals and other sedimentary substances, that you can be one day 
wake up the “iron man.”

  Almost every second foreigner who has come to China for work, school or 
permanent residence, is faced with health problems caused by extremely polluted 
water.  
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The first symptoms are hard hair,skin. Then can begin the process of abundant 
hair loss. You gradually begin to notice how your hair is unerenly distributed 
throughout the apartment. Especially this problem is expressed in girls .

 The most interesting things is that it is worth replacing ordinary house hold water 
with boiled or distilled water the condition of your hair instantly improve.

 How can you still fight with Chinese tap water.

Many foreigners buy miracle masks from a country close to China-Thailand.    
Masks have excellent healing properties as created on the basis of Thai 
herbs.They remove harmful substances from the body after only a few 
sessions.You can order the delivery to the door through many sites on the global 
Internet.

Some people buy various after treatment water fulters that put on the shower like 
a nozzle.                    
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Someone turns for help to the great and mighty Chinese medicine

You can use boiled or distilled water to wash your hair.

Do not wash.

Go to the nearest pharmacy and buy roots, herbs and natural pills.You will be 
discharged without any problems after you explain the essece of the problem to 
the pharmacist in sign language.

     Freshwater in China.

     Drinking water in China is not a problem and costs by the way,even cheaper 
than in our countries only1,5-2 yuan  per half liter.Of course , there are options for 
more expensive, including Chinese mineral water for 50 yuan per bottle.
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The business of selling bottled water in 
China is actively developing.In the future,it 
will become the industry number 1,as 
scientists predict that be shortage of 
drinking water is still planned.Also in our 
country the business of selling bottled 
water is actively.Today in our country 
selling Adygene , Corona Ice ,Kara Shoro, 
Artezian, etc…
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Water would be a great honor.10 interesting facts 
about water
The March 22 is celebrated as a day of water resources around the world. This 
data is accepted by the desicion of the United Nations General Assembly. Water 
sounds simple it is facting many hidder secret scientists study them to find new 
things.70 percent of our planet is covered with water and that every year more and 
more difficult access to clean water. Sing up for a big sight because of water in the 
last 50 years 507 of them 21-ien military invention.

1. Hot water quickly freezes from a logical point of cold water to freeze quickly. 
First, because the hot water cools and then freezes. However studies have 
hot water immediately confirmed to freeze. There is no clear answer question 
is still.
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2. More than a dozen kinds of standing water can be.        

We just need to read about the condition of the three schools. He said:liopid, 
steam and ice . Scientists, however,water is wet , 14, five will be divided, but the 
freeze would be discovered.

3. With all the other living creatures in the world, your body is water. For example 
75 percent of the animals, fish and jellyfish -85-76to 99 percent potatoes, apples, 
tomatoes,cosists of 90-percent water.New born baby's body is 86-percent water. 
The composition of the water as they age will drop to 50 percent.

4.spreadig diseas

A term that only water can still get it world wide, the diseasa is 85 percent of this 
water 
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5.Man can not live without water.

If a person loses two percent of the body's water and thirst.All though 10 percent of 
people eyes anxiously look different.But loses 12%of water can only be recovered 
with the help of doctors. Although 20% of people will die.

6. The vast majority of clean water, glacier hidden. Where are a lot of water,it could 
have answered the question, the same ocean. However,not all of the water for 
drinking. Only 3% of the earth's water is suitable for drinking. Half of that three 
percent is frozen glaciers

7. Water helps the heart.                                                                                                  
Water can prevent heart disease.People who drink six glasses of water a day, 
scientists found that heart disease rates.
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8. Throughout the life of a man who 35 tons of water to drink.

Food , drink, takes approximately six weeks to live.He drank water only lasts only 
5-6days.One man in his lifetime, approximately 35tons of water.

9. Inflammable

Some of the water box of bix envious. Yes, the burning water.Because methone 
gas in water and restart. Such a district of the village of Ara-Kul . Azerbaijan still 
can be found in the water burns.

10.Most drinking water in Finland.                                                                              
According to UNESCO, the most pure water in Finland.122 countries participated 
in the study.Meanwhile ,on the world's one billion people do not know all he needs 
to clean water.
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The value of water in nature and human life.
Nature and man are in terrelated.Water is the basis of life, that of nature, that of 
man. A person is 80%water, and the less we drink, the worse for the body.This is 
immediately noticeable: the skin on the face is less elastic, the swelling appears, 
the hair is dry,excess weight begins to accumulate.Let’s look at nature through the 
prism of water.All life dies ,deficient in nature,hence the disease, and all sorts of 
unwanted metamorphossis.

 Water hydrogen oxide,a clear liquid, the most common substance on our 
planet.The role of water in nature: water is essential for the life of all living things. 
The first signs of life appeared in water, and the first organisign. The whole 
ecosystem (animals, birds, plants, bacterias)also cannot exist without water 
stabilias the climate in the atmosphere Earth weather Participates in geological 
processes.
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(sail, mountains,hills) Water is precious material for the preservation of life on the 
planet.A human being can not exist without water.Water for a person is a 
necessary and irreplaceable need for life Water in a human body provides for 
blood to more through vessels.Water is the main source of energy for 
maintenance person.Without food,a person will be able to live for about 40 days 
and without water he will die with in few days.                                                                                            
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